Customs Brokerage

SmartBorder
Your Cole International USA border experience:
fast, efficient, problem-free
Delays at the border can cost your business time and money. At Cole International,
keeping your goods on the go is our top priority. That’s why we created the
SmartBorder shipper application, which allows brokers to work directly with their
shippers when processing customs entries. It’s as simple as uploading your
shipment data from an Excel spreadsheet into the SmartBorder shipper application.
Shippers can create proforma invoices and shipping data that can be imported into
the SmartBorder broker application via EDI. The Transactions Module allows you
to check the status of shipments including release data and time, port of entry and
invoice number. You can also preview and print invoices, CF701s and CF3461s.
Cole International keeps a constant watch on the US customs and logistics
landscape to ensure our products and services keep pace with ever-evolving industry
regulation. For example, we’ve harmonized the SmartBorder tool with CBP’s
eManifest tool to enable the electronic submission of all relevant shipping documents
to CBP before your shipment reaches the border, so when it does, it’s already cleared
for a speedy, hassle-free crossing. Our SmartBorder software provides solutions
to help you meet ACE eManifest requirements – an eManifest Portal and a Fax-toeManifest Service.
With SmartBorder, you can rest assured your shipment will meet all the regulatory
requirements for an efficient border crossing.

Service Features
xx Uploads shipment data
xx Creates pro forma invoices
xx Ability to check status of shipments
xx ACE eManifest Portal

Benefits
xx Allows shippers and brokers to work together directly
xx Ability to submit all shipping data prior to arrival of shipment at border
xx Faster processing time at border
xx Helps you meet CBP’s ACE eManifest requirements
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